SAPL professor emeritus Noel Keough has written a book with Geoff Ghitter about the need for a global, holistic and radical understanding of sustainability and its importance.

*DUE TODAY* | TRAVEL + RESEARCH AWARDS | OCTOBER 15
If you're interested in applying for a Travel + Research Award - the deadline is TODAY! Visit the website to find out how you can apply.

NOEL KEOUGH | SUSTAINABILITY MATTERS: PROSPECTS FOR A JUST TRANSITION IN CALGARY, CANADA'S PETRO CITY
SAPL professor emeritus Noel Keough has written a book with Geoff Ghitter about the need for a global, holistic and radical understanding of sustainability and its importance.
ALICIA NAHMAD VAZQUEZ | CHICAGO BIENNALE
OCT. 16, 23 AND NOV 6
Alicia Nahmad Vazquez joins a prestigious panel discussion tomorrow at 10am MDT (and again on October 23 + November 6). The panel includes Patrik Schumacher (Zaha Hadid Architects) and Shajay Bhooshan (ZHACODE). They will discuss Cyber Urban Incubators in the Blockchain Metaverse. Registration is FREE!
Register →

GINA FORD + BRIE HENSOLD | LANDSCAPE LECTURE SERIES | OCTOBER 20 | 10AM MDT
Agency Landscape + Planning's Gina Ford was one of the jurors for our inaugural CBDX: CITIES FOR ALL competition. She will give a lecture with Brie Hensold on October 20, presenting recent work that tackle the issues of the moment - public health, racial equity and environmental change.
Register →

SOUND, RITUAL + SENSORIUM IN HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE | OCTOBER 21 | 1PM MDT
AFSACK (American Friends of Sufi Arts, Culture and Knowledge) is hosting a conversation between Peter McMurray (University of Cambridge) and Bissera Pentcheva (Stanford University) to discuss the significance of sound in the Hagia Sophia.
Register →

FOKKE MOEREL | DESIGN MATTERS LECTURE | NOVEMBER 4 | 12PM
Join us online for Dutch architect, Fokke Moerel's talk on socially resilient architecture. Moerel is a partner with MVRDV and directs Studio Public, housed within the firm.
Register now →

NOT WORKING? SUBMIT AN ONLINE SERVICE REQUEST
What should you do when the water fountain is out of order, or the washroom is a
mess? Submit an online service request. Everyone on campus can submit a service request for facility issues related to plumbing, maintenance, cleanliness, sorting and recycling waste, construction or hazards.

**AIA STUDENT DESIGN AWARD + $1000 SCHOLARSHIP | OCTOBER 22**

AIA Canada invited students from Canadian Universities to submit their best projects to compete for the ‘New Talent Discovery of the Year’ title. Entries are due by October 22.

[Learn More→](https://go.ucalgary.ca/index.php/email/emailWebview?md_id=171977/3)